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RIDER BIOMECHANICS begins by 
explaining fascia—the “Cinderella” of body 
tissues. Until recently, fascia was ignored by 
science, consigned to its apparent role as 
the body’s “packing material.” However, 
research now shows that, in reality, this 
biological fabric is what links muscles into 
functional chains. In addition, the horse’s 
fascial system is remarkably similar to our 
own, with equivalent “lines of pull” that 
affect posture, movement, stability, and 
mobility. And so, inevitably, imbalance in 
the rider affects the horse and vice versa, 
while stability and fluidity in one partner is 
also reflected in the other. 

In this eye-opening book, rider bio-
mechanics pioneer Mary Wanless explores 
the characteristics of the body’s fascia and 
how understanding how it works not only 
improves a rider’s balance and coordination, 
but also enhances “feel,” since fascia 
contains many more sensory nerves than 
muscles. These register the forces that pull 
on an area, and thus a “fascial net” under 
tension creates a wellspring of strength 
and sensation. By learning to access 
and rebalance your own fascial net, your 
stability, skill, and feel will be significantly 
improved, helping you become a quieter, 
more effective rider.

Whether you tip forward, tip back, 
round your back or hollow it, your habits 
are based on fascial imbalance. With a 
focus on the “outer sleeve” of the rider’s 
body, Wanless shares practical exercises 
enhanced with copious photographs and 
diagrams that show how to balance your 
front and back, right and left, yielding skills 
that simultaneously address the equivalent 
imbalances in your horse. 

In addition, you’ll discover how effective 
“force transmission” within the fascial 
system can enable you to push your hands 
forward, taking away the temptation to 
pull on the reins. Plus, Wanless shows how 
twists and distortions in both human and 
horse can be addressed through accessing 
the “fascial lines” that wrap diagonally 
around the body. Lastly, a look at the core 
of both partners shows just how profound 
the connection between rider and horse 
can become.

$29.95 

THE BOOK YOU HOLD in your hand unravels the mystery of 
becoming one with your horse. Mary’s many years of experience 
working with and watching every kind of rider from the beginner 

to the Olympian is distilled into this beautiful, practical, and 
comprehensive book for the rider who wants to inhabit that 
connection, that love, between human and animal....It is a 

personal pleasure to see the Anatomy Trains scheme extended  
so beautifully, practically, and accurately beyond  

where I ever imagined it could go.”
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The Lateral Lines in the Rider
We will now presuppose that the Superficial Back and Front Lines are already well 
stabilised, and turn our attention to the two Lateral Lines (LLs), which run down the 
sides of the body from the ear to the outer arch of the foot. They form what we could 
call the ‘outer stability system’ of the body, and also give rise to the ‘intermediate 
stability system’.

5
THE LATERAL LINES IN 
RIDER AND HORSE – THE 
INTERMEDIATE AND OUTER 
STABILITY SYSTEMS

CHAPTER

Fig. 5.1 The Lateral Liness from 
the back (a) and side (b), 
showing the ‘plimsoll lace’ ‘Xs’ 
lacing the sides to the Superficial 
Front Line and Superficial Back 
Line at the front and back.

(a) (b)
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As with the Superficial Back and Front Lines, I will describe the LLs from the 
bottom to the top (see Fig. 5.1). However, in practice, tension is passed along the 
lines in either direction. With riders in particular, it may be directed both towards 
and away from the waist, as the fascia on one LL pulls in on itself and locks short, 
whilst the other LL becomes locked long.

Each LL takes root from two tendons, one of which inserts into the joint just 
up from the big toe (at the base of the first metatarsal) and the other into the 
equivalent joint of the little toe. Both tendons pass around the outside of the mid-
foot, supporting the lateral arch, and hooking behind the obvious bony knobble of 
the ankle (the malleolus). The line continues through the muscles of the outer calf 
which blend into the iliotibial tract, a very strong sheet of fascial fabric that you can 
feel just above the outside of your knee. This continues up the outside of each thigh 
as a defined band that is most visible on skilled, fit male riders, but also there – and 
strong – on women.

The band widens out to cup the bony knobble of the thigh bone (the greater 
trochanter of the femur). This is what you land on if you fall sideways skiing, and it 
is easy to feel (see Fig. 5.2). From here the line becomes a ‘Y’ shape, whose branches 
attach to the front and back of your iliac crest, the bony ridge that your hands rest 
on when you put them ‘on your hips’. 

From here up, the LL continues as a series of ‘Xs’ similar to plimsoll laces, in 
essence lacing together the front and back of the torso. There is a large ‘X’ criss-
crossing your sides in the space between your ribs and hips, through the external 
and internal obliques. Between each rib lie two layers of muscle (the intercostals) 
that again criss-cross, forming a series of tiny ‘Xs’ like basket weave. These tie 

Fig. 5.2 Find the greater trochanter of the 
femur by putting your hands on your panty 
line and leaning to one side. It should 
become clear on the side you are leaning 
towards.
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all your ribs together all the way up your sides, but soon become covered by the 
large shoulder muscles. But the LL re-emerges in your neck with the last ‘X’, two 
broad muscles that work to keep the head balanced and steady as the body moves 
underneath – an active process in both running and riding. 

In a fish, the LLs provide the primary motive force for locomotion, but the LLs 
in human beings form an adjustable stability system on the outside of your body, 
activated on the supporting side as your foot makes contact with the ground in 
each step. Adjustability and a ready ability to tone these lines are necessary to the 
undulating skier, the dodging footballer, and the responsive but stable rider. 

It would be so helpful if we could all begin our riding career with two equally toned 
LLs! Unfortunately, we distort them whenever we carry a heavy shoulder bag, soon 
reaching the point where the bag only sits comfortably on one shoulder. Carrying a 
young child consistently on one hip creates even more profound distortions. When 
you look at a static rider from the back – even a young one with little experience of 
bags and children – you will almost always see one side of the pelvis having a more 
‘girlish’ cast, whilst the other side can look more ‘boyish’ (no sexism implied). The 
‘girlish’ side, which has the larger, rounder, more feminine-looking buttock, is the 
side of the longer LL (see Fig. 5.3). 

The Lateral Lines in the Horse
The LLs in the horse (see Fig. 5.4) look very similar to those in the human, lacing his 
sides and similarly helping in side-to-side stability. They pass from just behind the 

Fig. 5.3 When seen from the back, most 
riders have one bigger, rounder-looking 
buttock, which tends to fall off the side of 
the saddle – this is the ‘girlish’ side, seen 
here on the left.
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ear, through the neck to the small muscles between the many ribs, and also to the 
lateral abdominal obliques which form the ‘X’ behind the ribs. In the hindquarters, 
the LLs turn 90 degrees (not true for us with our extended hips), and go down to the 
outside of the hocks (the equivalent of our heels). 

The veterinary researchers think of the LLs as ‘Vs’ rather than ‘Xs’, and call the 
line of the upper inverted ‘Vs’ the Deep Lateral Line. It passes under the shoulder-
blade and though deeper muscles of the neck, creating a side bend in the horse 
when his head is up and his back is hollow. 

The lower ‘Vs’ they consider the more Superficial Lateral Line (SLL), which passes 
not only through the small muscles between the ribs, but also through the large and 
important cutis lateralis. This is the muscle your horse uses to shake of flies in a 
manner no longer available to humans! The cutis muscle is literally in the skin, but 
at 1.2 inches thick it is large and strong enough to participate in the horse’s side-to-
side balance. Furthermore, it links the LL to the outside of the hock, suggesting the 
mechanism through which our lower leg can influence the horse’s hind leg.

This superficial branch of the LL passes over the lower end of the shoulder-blade, 
again through the cutis muscle, and then through more superficial muscles of the 
neck to meld with the upper line just behind the horse’s ear. As those lower ‘V’s come 
together, the LL side-bends the horse and also flexes his back and neck, influencing 
his carriage.

Imbalance between the LLs on each side leads to an uneven rein contact, and 
difficulties in turning. A locked short LL on one side will make it impossible for the 
horse to bend to the opposite side. Many riders would think of this as the primary 
issue, but I think of it as the problem beyond the initial problem, which lies in his 
tendency to ‘hinge’ at the withers.

When the horse falls out, his withers acts like the hinge of an articulated lorry 
(an eighteen-wheeler), and he ‘jack-knifes’ (see Fig. 5.5(c) page 97). His torso then 

Fig. 5.4 The Lateral Lines 
in the horse mirror those 
in the human, making 
‘Xs’ along his sides. If his 
back is hollow, the upper 
set of ‘Vs’ act to shorten 
one side and elongate the 
other. When he is lifting 
his back and reaching into 
the reins, the bottom set 
of ‘Vs’ shorten one side 
and elongate the other. 
You can mimic this in your 
own body by hollowing or 
rounding your back as you 
side bend.
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follows his withers, and you probably know from experience that any attempt to 
steer by pulling on the inside rein is doomed to fail! The horse’s outside LL has 
become overstretched, as has his outside Superficial Back Line: they are strung out, 
and locked long, reminiscent of some kid pulling her chewing gum into a long thin 
string (Sorry!). 

When the horse’s locked short side is on the outside, he will tend to fall in – and 
whilst this too presents a challenge, the rider’s instinctive response is less damaging 
than it is on the rein where he falls out. 

Fig. 5.5(a), The most bendy 
part of the horse is his neck, 
and the next most bendy 
part is from the eighth to the 
sixteenth thoracic vertebrae. 
This reaching around involves 
the Lateral Lines and also 
the Spiral Lines (see Chapter 
8), which rotate the torso 
and neck. In us too, rotations 
normally accompany a side 
bend. 

Fig. 5.5(b), Shows the ideal 
bend on a 20 metre circle. 
This becomes possible when 
the rider can maintain the 
boundary on the outside of 
the horse, making him filled 
out rather than strung out.
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The Ribcage and Hind Legs
The difference between the two LLs is often obvious when a young horse is first 
worked on the lunge, and most trainers describe him as having a ‘stiff side’ and 
a ‘soft side’. The rein contact may be rather strong on the stiff side, and close to 
non-existent on the soft or hollow side. The horse neither weight-bears equally, nor 
pushes off equally, with each hind leg. This imbalance usually extends to unequal 
Functional Lines and Spiral Lines (see Chapters 6 and 8), and keeps his ribcage held 
to one side – often seen in the lack of an equal swing from side to side.

Many equestrian authors suppose that the hind leg on the side that the ribcage 
bulges to is restricted in its movement, but bears more weight. It is often called ‘the 
carrying leg’. The other hind leg can more easily come under the body, but it bears 
less weight. Some authors call it ‘the pushing leg’. This begs two questions. The first 
is, ‘How much are the hind legs influenced by the position of the ribcage, and how 
much are they (and also the horse’s hindquarters) asymmetrical in their own right?’ 
This mirrors the proverbial question about the chicken and the egg! However, in 
my experience, the rider’s greatest influence on this kind of imbalance arises from 
learning how to reposition the horse’s ribcage, not from focusing on the hindquarters 
or hind legs themselves.

Secondly, we have to ask, ‘Is the pushing leg pushing weight towards the shoulder 
on the same side, or towards the opposite shoulder (which is the side of the bulging 
ribcage)?’ The two Superficial Back Lines transmit force parallel to the horse’s 
spine, as would LLs that are equally toned. However, the helical lines of pull (the 
Functional and Spiral Lines) go diagonally across the spine, suggesting that the net 
overall pattern can vary from horse to horse and also between different gaits and 
movements.

Fig. 5.5(c) The jack-knife, where the horse hinges just in front 
of the withers rather than adopting the bend that results from 
smaller lateral displacements in many more joints. This very 
often happens when the rider pulls on the inside rein: the 
horse’s nose is pulled to that side, whilst his withers and torso 
go the other way!
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Riders have long been told that when the horse is working well on a circle, and 
also in shoulder-in, his inside hind leg carries more weight. We do not actually know 
that this is true and Hilary Clayton, Professor Emerita at Michigan State University, 
has shown in her laboratory that, when a horse is working on the lunge, the outside 
fore and hind limbs actually carry more weight than the inside ones.1 

Traditionally, we are taught that our riding interventions should address the 
horse’s hind legs to develop and equalise their pushing and carrying power. But if 
we think of the horse’s spine like a train with thirty-two carriages hinged together, 
that train is not on rails. (Between the poll and the dock there are thirty-two joints 
between vertebrae, allowing varying degrees of lateral bending. As becomes clear 
from Fig. 5.5(a) page 96, tiny amounts add up.) So when pushed along from the 
back the train can become extremely wiggly, especially if the horse’s guy-ropes are 
loosely strung! By analogy, you can push on the end of a broom handle, but you 
cannot push on a rope. 

Thus it serves the horse well to pull himself along from the front, allowing all of 
his ‘carriages’ to follow along passively.2 This suggests that straightness should have 
a place nearer to the beginning of the dressage ‘scales of training’, since without it, 
the ‘train’ of the horse’s body so easily ‘derails’. 

Dr Andrew McLean, one of the founding members of the International Society 
for Equitation Science, is a leading proponent of the idea that the forelegs are at 
least as important as the hind legs, and should be addressed in their own right, 
instead of being considered as passive recipients of the weight directed onto them 
by the hind legs.3 In fact, the forelegs tell the hind legs what to do, via the ‘central 
pattern generator’. This is a neural oscillator – a cluster of nerves lying within the 
spinal cord, which acts like a light switch with multiple settings.  It coordinates the 
rhythmic motions of limb movements. He argues passionately for a revision of the 
training scale.4 

Bendy Body Parts
The horse’s neck is his most bendy body part, with most of the movement happening 
between the poll and the atlas (see Fig. 5.5(a) page 96). This joint allows a flexion 
to the inside – if the horse had a unicorn horn, it could point up to 40 degrees 
each way just on this first joint, which at its most upward point creates a dimple a 
few inches behind his inside ear. His next most bendy joint is just in front of the 
withers, between the two lowest neck vertebra (C6 and C7). This, along with its 
neighbouring joints, creates the hinge ‘at the withers’, which allows the horse to 
jack-knife (see Fig. 5.5(c) previous page). 

The tiny amounts of lateral displacement between the vertebrae of the ribcage 
and loins have allowed us to invent the various lateral movements, which we will 
consider the Chapter 8 on the Spiral Lines. However, they also allow for some 
creative misinterpretations on the horse’s part – especially if his lateral ‘guy-ropes’ 
are rigidly stuck at different lengths, or so loosely strung that steering him is like 
trying to line up a pile of noodles! 

Many books have diagrams similar to Fig. 5.5(b) page 96, which shows the ideal 
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bend on a circle; but they do not show the jack-knife of Fig. 5.5(c) page 97. There 
is a huge difference between the two, and it does not serve us to pretend that 5.5(c) 
never happens! My experience is that unless the rider is unusually skilled, she needs 
to learn how to equalise the horse’s two LLs (and contain that jack-knife) before she 
can learn about ‘bend’.

My approach in this chapter is designed to help you to steer the horse’s withers 
on the track of your choosing, by positioning the withers, neck, head and ribcage so 
that his two LLs become more even. This, in turn, helps to make the asymmetrical 
ribcage more even and, by proxy, it affects how the hind legs step, since they are not 
then inhibited by the imbalance. This method is unusual, since it is based on your 
need to even out your two LLs as you discover how to even out your horse’s – but 
it is a very practical way to help you to steer and, unlike most discussions of ‘bend’, 
it does not presuppose skills that you do not have. (We will arrive at this point in 
Chapter 8 on the Spiral Lines; resist the temptation to jump head of yourself!)

Rider-Horse Interaction
Our best intentions as riders do not always manifest in reality. Steering, in 
particular, brings out those discrepancies, and the ‘default’ created by our unequal 
LLs influences the horse in ways that are often blatantly obvious, but sometimes 
subtle enough to pass underneath the radar of our awareness. 

All too often, the combination of our default and our horse’s default can be a 
problem squared, not a problem doubled (and sometimes 1+1= 11!). This means 
that groundwork is often a helpful way to reduce the effects that unequal LLs have 
on the horse’s carriage and movement, and even on his temperament, since the most 
asymmetrical horses are often quirky, as well as predisposed to lameness. Also, when 
we are on the ground, the effect of our asymmetry is minimal compared to when we 
are riding. But since increasing our ridden skills requires us to open the Pandora’s 
box of the LLs, here goes …

Side Bends and Hot-air Balloons
If we think of the ‘X’s of the LLs lacing the outside of the rider’s torso like shoelaces, 
we can then think of eyelet lines defining where the LLs meet the outer edges of 
both the Superficial Front Line and Superficial Back Line. These boundaries form 
four strong fascial straps which are approximately vertical and more or less follow 
the lines of a man’s braces (suspenders), front and back. These guy-ropes comprise 
the body’s ‘intermediate stability system’. (We will meet the ‘inner stability system’ 
in the Deep Front Line of the body’s core, in Chapter 9.)

We could compare these straps to the four ropes of a hot-air balloon, which attach 
the balloon itself (the ribcage and its contents) to the basket (the bowl of the pelvis). 
As soon as the ‘ropes’ of the intermediate stability system do not have equal tension, 
the rider will ‘collapse a hip’, and this shows most obviously as a difference in length 
between her two sides, i.e. in the outer stability system of the LLs. Whilst riding on a 
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circle where the locked short fascia is on the inside, the rider’s torso will make a ‘C’ 
curve to the inside, with creases between the ribs and hips. On the other rein, with 
the locked long fascia on the inside, the rider will usually stay much closer to vertical 
and steer more effectively.

Do the following exercise, either on a firm chair or gym ball. 

1. Cross your hands on your upper chest, and make a side bend with your torso. 
Notice which side you choose, and how easily that side falls into creases. This is 
the side that is locked short. 

2. Come back to vertical, and then side bend the other way. Almost everyone finds 
that this is less familiar, and that the torso does not so easily make creases – the 
fascia is locked long and the muscles are locked into eccentric loading. 

3. It is rare that someone does not clearly sense a preferred direction for a side 
bend. Those who do not, usually have a very square torso, which may look from 
the back like a square table top. If you are long and willowy you will side bend 
more easily.

4. If one seat bone becomes heavier and one becomes lighter as you do this 
exercise, do not assume that you know how this will happen whilst riding – 
when the surface you are sitting on is saddle-shaped, the weighting of the seat 
bones may be different (this is explained in page 169).

5. Side bend to the easier side, and add a rotation, twisting so that you advance the 
shoulder of the longer side. This, too, may have a familiar feel. (It involves the 
Spiral Lines of Chapter 8, but is worth doing here so that you understand this 
common addition to the ‘C’ curve.)

6. Come back to just the ‘C’ curve, and then rotate that same shoulder back, so you 
are looking up. I expect that this feels really weird – it is not what spines tend do 
naturally, given the shapes of the vertebrae! 

7. Repeat both of these movements to the opposite side for an even bigger 
experience of being ‘not you’! You might feel some fascial pulls that are very 
unfamiliar. Challenge the edges of your movement somewhat, but do not risk 
a pulled muscle.

Nothing in nature is symmetrical and, on a horse, virtually no one’s seat bones will 
naturally carry equal weight. Neither will they be positioned just to each side of the 
horse’s spine: very often one will drop away from his spine, and a small percentage of 
riders will find that  one may even cross it. The rider’s spine then curves away from 
the ‘girlish’ side of her pelvis (see Fig. 5.3 page 94), and the inner thighs are pulled 
out of the ideal symmetrical ‘V’ shape that should encase the horse’s mid-line. The 
rider’s knees will not stay hooked onto a horizontal bar (see page 75) – the knee on 
the inside of the ‘C’ curve will come up, and/or the other one will go down. 

Whenever the rider’s torso deforms there are huge knock-on effects throughout 
the fascial net. Many riders I know have found that bodywork is immensely helpful 
in changing their pattern – indeed it can reduce the need for years of compensating 
for your problem, years of trying, and years of not truly succeeding.
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Whose Problem Is It? 
When riders suffer the associated difficulties of steering their horse, they may kid 
themselves that they are experiencing issues that are their horse’s alone. Of course, 
horses bring the issues of their disorganised lines of pull to the partnership – but so 
do their riders. A horse turning by himself will tend to lean in more than we riders 
find comfortable, and virtually all us have endured the ‘wall of death’! However, 
horses rarely fall out when turning on their own, and the rider’s contribution to 
their shared problems tends to amplify this tendency.

On any turn or circle, the centrifugal force tends to throw them both to the 
outside, mirroring the way that the spin cycle of your washing machine sends 
clothes to the outside of the drum. When the inside of the rider’s body is locked long 
she can largely withstand this force, and a small percentage of riders will actually 
lean to the outside. But when the outside of the body is locked long (and the inside 
locked short) the torso is easily deformed (see Fig. 5.3 page 94).

As the rider’s outside LL becomes longer, so her inside LL becomes shorter, 
forming creases between armpit and pelvis, and bringing her chin to the inside of 
the horse’s mid-line. As this happens (as in the exercise above), she is also likely to 
rotate to the inside, which will face her shoulders and chest that way. This puts her 
inside hand further back than her outside hand and, before long, she is pulling on 
the inside rein as the horse jack-knifes and falls out on the circle.

The differences that we have seen in the Superficial Front and Back Lines within 
the rider’s legs (see Chapter 3) also come into play, and on the side where the rider 
tends to rotate in, the inside heel will usually go forward and down. On the side 
the rider is rotating away from, her outside leg will usually go too far back and on 
tiptoe. The sad truth is that, even without the addition of the centrifugal force, the 
inequality in the rider’s various lines of pull creates a force within her body that acts 
from the side that is locked short towards the side that is locked long.

The horse will also be most affected by the centrifugal force when his longer side 
is on the outside. He becomes strung out on that side, and falls out of the circle, 
jack-knifing instead of turning (see Fig. 5.5(c) page 97). But realise that the rider 
can only fill out that side if she can keep it contained within a defined boundary (see 
Fig. 5.5(b) page 96). Books and teachers who prescribe ‘inside leg to outside rein’ 
are presupposing that your outside rein can easily create and maintain a boundary 
for the horse’s outside LL. The unfortunate truth is that this will not work unless 
your seat bones and thighs are correctly positioned. When they are not, you will 
inevitably give that outside hand forward, however much you are told not to! It is 
essential to address this piece of the puzzle, lost to our culture through expertise-
induced amnesia.

If your asymmetry is running rampant – and especially if you and your horse are 
both locked short on the same side – steering to that direction will be an amplified 
drama of falling out on a turn. Riding on the other rein may well present the opposite 
drama, whereby the horse falls and leans in with his forehand, whilst his quarters 
swing out of the circle. 

With luck, you and your horse will not compound each other’s asymmetry quite 
so dramatically, but you will probably be shocked to discover that I have often known 
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horses to reverse their stiff and soft sides within a few minutes of a new rider getting 
on. This means that, if the first rider can circle easily to the left but struggles to the 
right, the second rider’s influence reverses this pattern so that this rider struggles to 
steer left. The horse has mirrored that new rider’s pattern!

This suggests that the rider’s asymmetry can be the dominant factor in how steering 
pans out. Whilst I have seen and experienced this many times, it will doubtless 
still surprise some readers to realise the extent to which balance (or imbalance and 
subsequent compensation) along the LLs of the rider becomes echoed in the horse. 
In time, the unwitting side-to-side forces of the rider mould him into having issues 
that most would assume were originally his.

When the horse’s pattern is indeed dominant, I believe that he has significant 
issues with his LLs that make him particularly unmalleable. But whatever the 
reasons for a significant asymmetry in a horse’s LLs, the process of him maintaining 
that pattern may have different effects on two riders whose asymmetries give them 
different ‘weak links’. However, nota bene, the rider’s asymmetry is a much bigger 
factor than most people want to acknowledge. As a result, working well it with yields 
huge improvements to both rider and horse.

Know Your Enemy!
Use the following list of questions to help you identify your asymmetry. Of necessity, 
they begin with an assessment of how clearly you feel your seat bones.

1. Can you feel your seat bones? Do you have 
equal weight on each one? If one or both are 
unclear, put your fingers under the panel of 
the saddle or under the saddle cloth as in 
Fig. 5.6 and pull upwards. As you do this, 
be sure to keep your chin and zipper over 
the horse’s mane. Your seat bone should 
poke down through your flesh and become 
clearer. 

2. You may need to let go in the muscles 
under your backside to keep this clarity – 
you could unwittingly be ‘popping yourself 
up’. Slowly contract them and let them go a 
number of times. 

3. Check also that you are not pushing into 
your stirrups, as this too sends your seat 
bones up (as in the exercise on page 74).

4. The bones should feel clear on your hands, 

Fig. 5.6 Finding the ‘missing’ seat bone by pulling up on a 
saddle cloth or the saddle flap. Be sure to keep your torso 
vertical and facing forward.
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but should not poke down into them. If they do, you need to firm up the muscles 
around them a little so that they too become part of your sitting surface. The 
underneath of each rider’s torso-box is different, and we are all  subject to 
the ‘Goldilocks principle’. To find ‘just right’ some riders need to let go in the 
muscles around their seat bones, whilst others need to firm them up. Be willing 
to experiment, and then practise ‘just right’ whilst driving your car!

When you are clear on this, perform the following checks in walk and trot on both 
reins on a 20m circle, ideally with a friend who can ask you these questions whilst 
aiming a camera.

1. Can you keep 50/50 weight on each seat bone whilst in motion? If one seat bone 
frequently disappears, where does it go? Can you discover how to bring it back?

2. Is one seat bone placed closer to the horse’s spine, and one further away from it? 
Is one further forward, and one further back?

3. Are your chin and mid-line stacked up over the horse’s mane, or are they off to 
one side?

4. Are there creases on one side of your torso? Does your spine make a ‘C’ curve, 
or an ‘S’ curve? The latter is less likely but possible, and is discussed in Chapter 
8 on the Spiral Lines.

5. If you had three skewers sticking out of the front and back of your mid-line, as 
shown in Fig. 5.7, would they all be horizontal? This double-checks that you 
are vertical and neutral. Would they point straight on over 
the horse’s mane i.e. on the tangent of a circle, or would they 
point to the inside or the outside of your circle? 

6. Is the inside of one thigh lying more snuggly against the 
saddle than the other?

7. Are your knees hooked on their imaginary bar, with the bar 
level?

8. Do you have equal weight in each stirrup? Are your stirrup 
leathers the same length? You need to take them off the saddle 
and measure them, you cannot trust your felt-sense of this!

9. Do you tend to pull on one rein? Is one rein always longer 
than the other? Does one wrist or arm ‘droop’, keeping that 
rein loopy? Does one of your hands tend to stay closer to, or 
tend to cross, the horse’s neck? Does one hand stay further 
away from his neck? 

10. When you ride a 20m circle, in which direction do you have 
more difficulty turning your horse? Take your time as you 
become clear about how your pattern varies when riding in 
each direction.

 
Your answers could be very different on the two reins. They form 
the pattern that describes your asymmetry. Wherever you go, and 
whatever you do, your aim is to keep 50/50 weight on each seat 

Fig. 5.7 If three skewers 
on your mid-line stuck out 
front and back, would they 
be parallel and all pointing 
straight ahead? When 
riding a circle they should 
point along the tangent.
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